
Research methods
At first I conducted research about spain and 
the city circle at home, this was done main-
ly through lectures, articels ect. In Madrid 
this research became analogue. I interviewed 
around 25 people from the streets of matade-
ro on the subject. The weakness here was that  
they did not represent the full spectrum of 
Spain. All rather well educated and cultivated 
people, not the average working class citizen. I 
observed and mapped patterns on who played 
the Loteria, this was all done in the public re-
alm of the City Circle. I also took pictures and 
drew my observations, and wrote reflections. 
Next to this I analysed the method of playing 
the loteria by playing it myself. I bought multi-
ple tickets from several places, and tried to ge-
nerate an idea of the vast amount of different 
games that exists. 

In that sense, my methods were very broad, 
from observant to interactive. But collectively 
they helped me to generate a good picture of 
the state of the Loteria. My interactive met-
hods helped me to understand the mentality 
behind the Loteria. Why people play, their 
thoughts on the game as a nation wide traditi-
on. their prejudice and so on. The interactive 
method was one I struggled with the most, I 
definitely overcame a personal barrier here. 
And all though I’m happy I conducted these 
interview I can’t say that I truly enjoyed doing 
them. My observant methods gave me a very 
objective insight into who played the Loteria, 
and also how the Loteria is communicated 
physically in the streets.

LOTERIA - Thomas Woltmann

Observant: Looking at How the loteria is conducted and where/
how its played in the circle 

Participating: Playing the Loteria as the locals. 

Mapping: Mapping out the diffe-
rent kinds of places and kind ´s of 
Loteria that could be played. 



Bolardo in use - Thomas Woltmann

Observant: Looking at the nature of the bolardos and 
their ues with the environment and the people

Mapping: Mapping out all the bolardos in the circle, in 
type and quntity.

Cataloging: Cataloging the bolardos. Identifying their 
traits and qualitites.

3d Design :  Redefinig the bolardos purpose and va-
lue by creating and visualizing 3d extensions and in-

terventions, on the bolardos.

Research methods
In Eindhoven I conducted a small research on the mundane street elements 
that I could find there. I continued and extended this research in the CC. 
Here I photographed, measured and documented the different bollards in 
the CC. Next to this I also counted and mapped out all the bollards in the 
city circle, to have an overview of their presence. So my research method 
here was primarily observatory. Upon my return I collected all my research 
and translated this in to a catalogue of Bolardos. 

For me the research methods I conducted in this project were very hands 
on – and durable. A sort of contextual inquiry, where I researched the Bo-
lardos in their natural habitat.  Some of them like the measuring and map-
ping was time consuming processes. But these precise observations and 
measurements  of the Bolardos came in very handy when I did my exten-
sions, and had to visualize what kind of functions they could have. When 
this is said, there were certain technical elements that I forgot, such as the 
distance between two Bolardos.. so I learnt that for next time I have to be 
even more prepared in what kind of measurements I wish to conduct. The 
mapping of the Bolardos was a nice excises  but in hence sight it was a very 
time consuming process with a not equally beneficial outcome. In the futu-
re when I only have little time to do research I will try to organize my time 
more, and to perhaps call of a research operation if the outcome is turning 
out to be to shallow compared to the time being put into it. 


